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Abstract

The aim of this work is to evaluate the impact of several parameters (rotor diameter, interaxial and
interplanar separations and rotation speed) on the performance of partially overlapping tandem rotor
configurations. It is pretended to contribute to the development of alternative drone configurations
with the attained results, in particular to tandem configurations present in drones with two rotor
planes. An outline of Momentum Theory is presented as a first-approximation analysis of isolated
rotors, along with an existing adaptation of the theory for tandem-rotor configurations accounting
for the rotor interaction. A modification of this model is proposed so that it also takes in regard the
interplanar separation other than the interaxial distance. A testing bench originally developed for
the study of coaxial configurations for two small rotors has been adapted for the study of tandem
configurations of up to three rotors. The instruments are capable of measuring the thrust and torque
produced by them, and the calibration of the setup was verified with performance data provided by the
manufacturer and with CFD simulations data. Several CFD simulations were carried out with CAD
models which highly resemble the original propellers. The rotor interaction was successfully captured
in regard to thrust loss. The downstream rotor performance was found to be very sensitive to the
interaxial separation and to the upstream rotor angular velocity, while the upstream rotor diameter
variation had an intermediate impact and the effect of the interplanar separation was slight.
Keywords: Drone, Tandem-rotor Configuration, Experimental Analysis, CFD, Aerodynamic Interac-
tion

1. Introduction
The use of drones or unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) is becoming increasingly popular in a lot of
areas of application. Aerial imaging, surveillance,
weather forecasting or the delivery of goods are
just some of the fields which benefit from the use
of drones, due to either profitability, effective-
ness or safety over human labor. However, the
quadrotor performance is awfully vulnerable to
the malfunction of a motor, losing the capability
to balance the moments in all of the three axes
simultaneously. Since drones are progressively
becoming a part of everyday life, the safety issue
raises concern specially when civilian areas are in-
volved. Moreover, for applications in which heavier
loads are to be transported, the thrust produced
by only four rotors is limited if the overall UAV di-
mensions and the noise emissions are contemplated.

The answer to both of the latter complications is
the addition of extra rotors. Hexarotor or octorotor
configurations are not only able to provide for
more thrust without necessarily increasing the
rotor size and arm length or the rotation speed,

but also they can bear with a rotor fail while
maintaining the controllability of the system by
rearranging the power distribution on the rest of
motors. Alternative configurations with two rotor
planes (which allow for larger propellers mounted)
separated by a vertical distance have been explored
by some researchers, such as Zhu et al. [1], who
carried out a study on the performance of several
octorotor configurations with rotors divided in two
rotor planes.

Figure 1: Single rotor plane, tandem-like and pure
coaxial configurations [1]
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It is pointed out that when a rotor plane is rotated
45◦ with respect to the other, the resulting tandem-
like configuration yields a better performance than
that of pure coaxial rotors, while allowing for
grater rotor diameters without having to extend
the drone arms, as shown in Fig. 1.

However, tandem configurations have their draw-
backs: an aerodynamic interaction will appear be-
tween rotors, which will specially affect the down-
stream rotors under a wake, reducing the devel-
oped thrust of the overall system and increasing
the power needed. It is important to study this
phenomenon and find design lines that make the
most out of tandem configurations. In order to
do that, throughout this work the effect of sev-
eral relevant parameters on the tandem configura-
tion performance (mainly on the back rotors thrust)
such as rotor diameters, rotor speed and interpla-
nar and interaxial distances and will be assessed
through experimental and computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) approaches.

2. Theoretical Background
The Momentum Theory Analysis (MTA) is broadly
used as a first-order approximation in isolated rotor
analyses [2]. The relevant performance parameters
for isolated rotors as well as theory modifications
for tandem rotor configurations are presented.

The required power to hover depends on the thrust
T , the rotor area A and the air density ρ, as Eq. 1
shows:

Pideal =
T 3/2

√
2ρA

(1)

The Figure of Merit FM is a hover efficiency param-
eter, defined as the ratio of the ideal power needed
to hover and the actual power used, the mechanical
power (Eq. 2):

FM =
Pideal

Pmech
(2)

2.1. Momentum Theory for Tandem Rotors
Two approaches for tandem rotors of equal di-
ameter and assumed to produce the same thrust
(upstream rotor thrust equal to downstream rotor
thrust, Tu = Td) are presented by Leishman [2]
using the MTA. The first is applicable for rotors in
close proximity (interplanar distance h ≈ 0), while
the second approach is adequate if the downstream
rotor is under the fully developed wake of the
upstream rotor (h → ∞), where the upstream
rotor is assumed to remain undisturbed by the
downstream rotor. The latter approach has been
modified in this work to allow for intermediate h

separations.

These models are based on the assumption that
the power required to hover is proportional to the
ratio of area overlapped to the total rotor area,
m′ = Aov/A, which increases as the interaxial sep-
aration between rotors d decreases. In tandem ro-
tors, the overlap coefficient κov is defined as the
ratio of induced power required to hover with over-
lap (with tandem interaction) to the total induced
power required by two isolated rotors, as Eq. 3
shows. κov is evaluated for the ratio of interaxial
distance to the downstream rotor diameter d/Dd

(which produces a certain overlap ratio m′) for the
two cases stated previously.

κov =
Pindov

Pind
(3)

1. For h ≈ 0 the rotors are in close proximity, and
the resulting expression for κov is:

κov = 1 +
(√

2− 1
)
m′ (4)

2. For h → ∞, the downstream rotor is under
the fully developed wake of the upstream rotor.
However, this approach has been adapted for
any h between no vertical separation (h = 0)
and fully developed wake separation (h → ∞,
although a certain fully developed wake dis-
tance hdw needs to be established), still main-
taining the assumption that the upstream rotor
is not affected by the downstream rotor. The
overlap is now considered to be produced be-
tween the downstream rotor area and the up-
stream rotor wake area, which shrinks as it de-
velops vertically although its velocity increases
due to the mass conservation hypothesis on the
closed wake stream tube. The wake stream
tube boundaries (and consequently the wake
area with the h separation) are modelled with
hyperbolic tangent functions and the flow ve-
locity along the stream tube is modelled ac-
cording to the mass conservation. The result-
ing κov is:

κov =
(G (m′, χ) + 1 + χm′)

2
(5)

Where χ is a coefficient representing the flow
velocity (non-linearly a function of h, and rang-
ing from 1 to 2, for h = 0 and h = hdw respec-
tively), and G (m′, χ) is a non-linear function
of χ and m′ (which now is also a function of
h besides of d since the wake shrinks as h in-
creases). Note that the original Leishman [2]
approach can be obtained by setting χ = 2 and
h = hdw.
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The comparison of the two approaches for tandem
rotor configurations are presented in Fig. 2. A
d/Dd ratio of 0 means complete overlap between
upstream and downstream rotors, whereas a ra-
tio of 1 equals to no overlap between rotors. The
solid lines represent the original Leishman [2] ap-
proaches, while the dashed lines belong to the mod-
ified approach accounting for the several h distances
ranging from 0 to hdw. The left plateau found on
the rotor in wake approach appears because the
wake area is totally overlapped with the back rotor
area, and maintains a constant value until a certain
d distance is reached, whereas the right plateau ap-
pears when the wake area is no longer overlapped
with the back rotor area.
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Figure 2: Graphical comparison of κov. Solid lines
for the Leishman theoretical approaches and dashed
lines for the modified Leishman approach (account-
ing for intermediate vertical distances)

3. Experimental Approach and Methodology
The thrust and torque on the instrumented tube
(IT) mounted propellers (particularly those of the
back rotor on IT1) are the desired data, so that in
the tandem configuration the values can be com-
pared to those of the isolated propellers, assessing
the effect of the aerodynamic interaction.

3.1. Experimental Test Bench
The experimental set-up is an adaptation from the
original test bench designed by Amado [3], which
allowed for the study of coaxial configuration (ca-
pable of rotor-plane separation, referred to as h dis-
tance). The original test bench had two ITs on
top of which two brushless direct current (BLDC)
electric motors where placed along the propellers to
test. IT1 had 3 strain gage bridges allowing it to

measure the forces (Fx and Fy) and the torque (Mx)
produced by the propeller, while IT2 only measures
torque. Additionally, they were provided angular
velocity Ω sensors located above the BLDC motors,
and current and voltage sensors connected to the
motors. The setup was later modified by Santos
[4] to allow for tandem configuration (introduction
of interaxial distance d) and in this work a third
(uninstrumented) tube (UT) was added in the back
rotor plane for flow symmetry, using the same power
width modulation (PWM) signal as the other back
rotor mounted on IT1 (Figs. 3 and 4).

Figure 3: Test bench sketch along with the frame
of reference and the h and d separations

Figure 4: Pictures of the final test bench

The data acquisition and the control of the system
are both handled by the Labview [5] software. The
inputs to the test bench are the PWM signals for the
motors, and the outputs are the current and voltage
measures on the IT motors, the strain gages mea-
sures and the RPM of the IT motors. The RPM
measurements are feedbacked into Labview for the
proportional control loops of the front and back ro-
tors planes PWM signals. A block diagram of this
configuration is presented in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the inputs, outputs and
control loops of the system

3.2. Test Bench Verification
The verification of the test bench calibration and
measurements is carried out by the comparison of
the experimentally obtained thrust and torque val-
ues for several APC [6] propellers at different rota-
tion speeds, the 10×6E, 9×6E and 8×6E (in D×P
format, where D is the rotor diameter in inches and
P is the propeller pitch in inches/revolution), with
the values provided by the propeller manufacturer
APC [7] and those obtained with CFD simulations
(Figs. 6 and 7).
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Figure 6: APC, CFD and computed experimental
values of thrust (Fx) for the isolated propellers
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Figure 7: APC, CFD and computed experimental
values of torque (Mx) for the isolated propellers

The APC values have been obtained with the NASA
Transonic Airfoil Analysis Computer Program [8],
which uses the vortex theory on several blade pro-
files along the propeller span. APC warns that the
thrust and torque may not match experimental re-
sults in all scenarios, as it can be seen in Figs. 6 and
7 (thrust is overpredicted, up to a 15.95% higher
on average for APC 10×6E, and torque is slightly
underpredicted for low speeds), although the exper-
imental and CFD results are very similar.

3.3. Test Plan
The experimental tests are carried out with a three
rotor tandem configuration in hover condition (no
incoming flow), with propellers of equal pitch, with
the same direction of rotation and with the two back
rotors using the same propeller and rotating at the
same speed. The parameters of study are:

• Interplanar distance h. Three separations
are studied, [90, 150, 210] mm.

• Interaxial distance d. Four separations are
studied, [140, 160, 180, 210] mm.

• Front and back rotors speed ΩF and ΩB .
Three speeds ([2000, 3000, 4000] RPM) were
tested on each rotor plane, resulting in 9 pos-
sible combinations of front and back rotors
speed.

• Front and back rotor diameters. The com-
binations of propellers are:

Table 1: Propeller diameter combinations tested ex-
perimentally

Front Rotor Back Rotors

10×6E
10×6E
9×6E
8×6E

9×6E
9×6E
8×6E

8×6E 8×6E
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Figure 8: Percentage thrust loss with respect to the isolated rotor values, for all d, h and rotor speeds
combinations for propeller configurations with APC 8×6E as front rotor
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Figure 9: Percentage thrust loss with respect to the isolated rotor values, for all d, h and rotor speeds
combinations for propeller configurations with APC 9×6E as front rotor
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Figure 10: Percentage thrust loss with respect to the isolated rotor values, for all d, h and rotor speeds
combinations for propeller configurations with APC 10×6E as front rotor

4. Computational Fluid Dyanimcs Appoach
and Methodology

Some of the tests carried out experimentally
are performed with computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations using the STAR-CCM+ soft-
ware [9] with own 3D computer aided design (CAD)
models built from the geometric data of the pro-
pellers provided by the manufacturer APC [6].

4.1. 3D Modelling of the Propellers
APC provides data sheets of their propellers where
the several airfoils along the span are described with
geometric data such as the chord, the profiles used,
the pitch, the thickness ratio etc. A script was de-
veloped in Matlab [10] so that this information was
transformed into several airfoil 3D coordinates to
be exported into Solidworks [11], for any APC pro-
peller in their electric family (example in Figs. 11
and 12).

Figure 11: Airfoil sections, leading edge and trailing
edge lines for the APC 10×5.5MR
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Figure 12: APC 10×6E CAD procedure and result

4.2. CFD simulation methodology
Due to the unsteady nature of the study case, the
approach chosen to model the rotating motion is
the Rotating Mesh method [12], in which there is
a static mesh and a rotating mesh connected by an
interface, and the position of the latter updates ev-
ery time step. The CFD simulations are carried out
on the isolated propeller 10×6E with the properties
on Tab. 2:

Table 2: Simulation and mesh properties

Approach Rotating Mesh
∆t discretization scheme Implicit 1st order
∆x discretization scheme Upwind 2nd order

Solver Segregated
Turbulence model SST k − ω
Rotating mesh Polyhedral
Static mesh Hexahedral

For the 10×6E, the best solutions balanced with
computational cost which also grant a solution in-
dependent of the mesh (maximum variation of a
1%) in thrust and torque values are found for time
steps equivalent to 5◦ of rotation, 30 sub-iterations,
1.1×106 cells on the rotating mesh and 7 prism lay-
ers with a stretching of 1.5 (total thickness 0.83
mm). The values of thrust and torque are aver-
aged for 5 propeller turns after the transient, and
the resulting values for all the isolated propellers
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 (very similar to the
experimental results). A visualisation of the mesh
properties applied on the tandem configuration is
shown in Fig. 13, although due to computational
cost, the simulations are carried out with only two
propellers (Fig. 14) (30% time saved and negligible
difference on the back rotor performance).

Figure 13: Mesh cut with three 10×6E propellers

Figure 14: Wake interaction velocity plot

5. Results
The test bench torque measures were very affected
by the IT position changes (wire movement, man-
ual attachment and detachment of the screws etc.),
which made it impossible to find any trend with the
h and d separations for torque, so only the thrust
loss on the back rotor with reference to the iso-
lated values is presented. Regarding the CFD ap-
proach, also only the thrust is presented since the
simulations are not able to capture the effect of the
upstream wake on the downstream propeller. Pre-
sumably much finer meshes and smaller time steps
are required to correctly evaluate the wake nature
and the skin forces (torque), although the pressure
forces (thrust) yield good results.

5.1. Experimental Results
The percentage thrust loss on the back rotor with
respect to the isolated case is presented for all of
the 648 tests in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. The impact of
the study variables are:

• The thrust loss increases as the distance d de-
creases. Its impact is very high, since the por-
tion of back rotor area affected by the front
rotor wake increases (turbulent wake that dis-
turbs the flow on the propeller and may cause
separation).

• The thrust loss increases as the h distance de-
creases, since the front rotor wake shrinks as
it develops in the streamwise direction. The
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effect is slight and more noticeable for small d
distances.

• The percentage thrust loss increases as the
front rotor speed ΩF increases (wake more tur-
bulent and energetic), and it decreases as ΩB

increases since the back rotor produces more
thrust and its baseline flow is more difficult to
disturb. Both parameters are very important.

• All of the previous effects were empowered by
the rotor diameter combination, since as the
d separations are fixed, the diameters deter-
mine the percentage area overlap between ro-
tors. Larger rotors (either in front or back rotor
planes) result in larger thrust loss on the back
rotor due to the increased overlap (and wake
disturbance). Besides, an additional cause for
large front rotors to cause greater thrust losses
is the increased tip speed for the same rotation
speed (leading to more turbulent and disturb-
ing wakes).

• The thrust loss is represented against the per-
centage area overlap on the back rotor for all
the tests in Fig. 15. It can be noticed that
with increasing overlap (produced by larger ro-
tors or smaller d separations), the thrust loss
increases. Besides, the dispersion between the
greatest and smallest thrust losses for every
equal overlap column (for ΩF = 4000 RPM,
ΩB = 2000 RPM, h = 90 mm and d = 140 mm
leading to the greatest thrust loss, and ΩF =
2000 RPM, ΩB = 4000 RPM, h = 210 mm and
d = 210 mm for the smallest) grows with the
overlap. The dispersion is minimum for small
and maximum for large back rotor propellers
(combinations involving 8×6E and 10×6E as
back rotors).
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Figure 15: Back rotor thrust loss versus percentage
area overlap

5.2. CFD Results
Some of the experimental tests were performed with
CFD with two rotors to evaluate the thrust loss
on the back rotor and compare with experimental
results through two sensitivity studies. The first
study involved the d and h separations variation
with constant front and back rotors speeds of
4000 RPM, using two APC 9×6E propellers. The
second study involved the variation of the back
rotor speed with a constant front rotor speed of
4000 RPM for the fixed separations h = 90 mm
and d = 140 mm (for two propeller combinations,
9×6E - 9×6E and 10×6E - 9×6E).

The h and d separations study results are presented
in Fig. 16. Despite the simulations being carried
with 2 rotors instead of 3 and the rest of sources of
error, the tendency in thrust loss is followed quite
accurately, with the maximum differences in per-
centage thrust loss appearing for the smallest d sep-
arations where there is more overlap.
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Figure 16: Back rotor thrust and back rotor thrust
loss for the h and d sensitivity study

As for the back rotor speed sensitivity study, the
thrust on the back rotor for the double 9×6E pro-
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peller combination is presented in Fig. 17.
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speed sensitivity study (9×6E as front rotor)
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It can be noticed that the CFD values follow quite
precisely the thrust trends obtained experimentally
(higher thrust loss with respect to the isolated val-
ues for lower back rotor speeds, and even higher
losses for a larger front rotor), although the CFD
values are always slightly greater than those ob-
tained experimentally (due to all of the sources of
error introduced by the experimental setup, the de-
gree of precision of the simulations, a single back
rotor instead of two, the absence of the tubes mod-
elled in the simulations etc.). In the back rotor
speed sensitivity study, the maximum percentage
thrust loss differences between the experimental
and the CFD values are all below a 2%.

6. Conclusions
The present study provides a quantitative insight of
some of the parameters that affect the performance
of tandem rotor configurations with small sized
propellers, as those which would be implemented

on UAVs with two rotor planes.

The interaxial distance d proved to have a great
impact on the back rotor thrust loss with respect
to the isolated rotor values, along with the rotation
speeds of the rotors ΩF and ΩB , and the rotor diam-
eters. The effect of the interplanar separation h was
slight in comparison to those previously mentioned.
Regarding the CFD simulations, the obtained re-
sults for thrust loss on the back rotor follow the ex-
perimentally obtained trends, although to properly
evaluate the effect that the upstream rotor wake
has on torque computationally, a much higher com-
putational cost is presumably required (for isolated
rotors with no wake interaction it was enough with
the simulation parameters chosen along the study
to obtain thrust and torque values very similar to
the experimental ones).

6.1. Future Work
The experimental setup could be improved, or at
least new ways of changing the position of the ITs
should be found so that the process is less invasive
and acceptable variations of torque with the h and
d distances can be obtained, entailing the evalua-
tion of relevant parameters in rotorcrafts that re-
quire the mechanical power Pmech, such as the FM
(which has only been evaluated for the isolated ro-
tors) or κov. Regarding the CFD simulations, if a
computational cluster was available, the mesh and
simulations parameters required for obtaining good
torque values with tandem configurations could be
explored, and the simulations could run faster and
even include the third rotor due to the increased
computational power available. In general, other
parameters that seem relevant could be added to
the study, such as the propeller pitch, the effect dif-
ferent directions of rotation, the number of blades
per propeller or the flight condition (only hover is
analysed, but others such as axial climb or forward
flight could be applied by introducing the test bench
into the available wind tunnel).
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